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Little is known about how well we can compare visual objects in the visual field and what are
the mechanisms underlying such comparisons. In psychophysical experiments we studied
the precision of such comparisons when discriminating spatial frequency or contrast and found
that the precision is as good at 10° separation as it is when the stimuli are juxtaposed.
This suggests that subjects rely on the same mechanism over the full range of separations. This
mechanism is unlikely to depend on the lateral interactions in the primary cortex that are
sometimes thought to underlie segregation of texture, since the density of such connections
declines with distance. We suggest instead that the comparison is made at a level where
stimulus properties are represented by an abstract code rather than by the activities of particular
labeled lines. Our results rule out models in which the subject makes an absolute judgment
of only one of the two stimuli, assessing it against a stored template or matched filter that
represents the average stimulus over many trials; but we cannot rule out a model in which
each of the two stimuli is individually assessed against a stored template and the subject’s decision
is based on the outcome of these two comparisons. ©1999 The Optical Society of
America.@S1070-9762~99!00310-3#
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1. INTRODUCTION

How well can we discriminate stimuli that are well sep
rated in the visual field? This aspect of visual perception
not been studied systematically. Almost always the object
be compared are either juxtaposed, as in classical pho
etry, or replace each other in time, as in, for example,
separation discrimination task.1 But suppose that one patc
appears several degrees to the left of fixation, and the obs
er’s task is to compare its spatial frequency to that of a s
ond patch presented several degrees to the right of fixa
Would performance deteriorate compared to the situa
where the patches are juxtaposed or temporally interleav
Recent psychophysical and physiological studies suggest
comparisons of stimuli separated by small and large
tances may be carried out by different mechanisms.

A. Local comparisons

A large body of psychophysical work on texture se
mentation shows that rapid, pre-attentive segmentation
curs if the subarrays differ in the orientation, the spatial f
quency, the size, or the color of their elements~see, for
example, Refs. 2 and 3!. Several authors have proposed
central representation of the visual field that records lo
discontinuities, whether they are discontinuities in orien
tion, color, brightness, or some other primary attribute—
‘‘common representation’’ of Cavanagh, Arguin an
Treisman4 or the ‘‘salience map’’ of Lu and Sperling.5 These
psychophysical results for texture segmentation may be
lated to electrophysiological studies of the non-class
zones of receptive fields early in the visual system.6,7 At the
level of the lateral geniculate nucleus, Sillitoet al.8 found
cells that give a stronger response if a central grating an
857 J. Opt. Technol. 66 (10), October 1999 1070-9762/99/100
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surrounding annular grating were of different orientation; t
effect was mediated by efferent cortical signals. Such p
chophysical and physiological findings suggest that lo
comparisons occur at an early level where stimulus attribu
may be represented by a small number of single neuron

B. Large separations

However, are the mechanisms that detect local disco
nuities likely also to subserve comparison at a distance?
lateral connections in the primary visual cortex may certai
be rather extensive, sometimes extending for several m
meters: in the case of the cat, Gilbert and Wiesel9,10 cite
some examples of axons extending up to 8 mm, wh
slightly shorter lengths~3–4 mm! have been reported for th
monkey.11,12 The axonal terminations may cluster in regio
of cortex with the same preferred orientation and spa
frequency.9,13 Nevertheless, such lateral connections beco
systematically sparser with distance. This is suggested
consideration of the number of labeled boutons with incre
ing distance from the injection site: from the example
Boskinget al.,14 it is clear that a doubling of distance led t
a threefold decrease in the number of boutons.

If a subject is asked to compare two stimuli at differe
separations, and if the comparison does depend on la
interactions in the primary visual cortex, then we might e
pect the precision of comparisons to deteriorate as separa
increases. In the present experiments, we measured the
ciency with which separated objects are compared over
tances of up to 10° of visual angle. In the first series
measurements, the task was one of spatial frequency
crimination. In the second, the task was contrast discrimi
tion.
857857-05$15.00 © 1999 The Optical Society of America
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2. METHODS

A. Stimuli

The stimuli were vertical Gabor patches presented o
monitor screen~SONY Trinitron, 21 in., with a refresh rate
of 60 Hz!. All parameters of the stimuli were controlled by
VSG 2/4 graphics board~Cambridge Research Systems!.
The display had an average luminance of 7.4 cd/m2 . The
screen resolution was 12803960. At the 114-cm viewing
distance, the size of one Gabor patch was 2°, and its si
was equal to the period of the referent grating and was h
the same in all experiments. The Gabors had the same sp
averaged luminance as the background.

In order not to confound eccentricity and separation,
presented the two Gabor patches on an imaginary circle o
radius. The centers of the patches were always on the ci
The separations between the two Gabors were measure
the separations between the centers of the two patches. T
when the separation was 2°, the two patches were ju
posed, and when their separation was 10°, they lay o
diameter of the imaginary circle. An example of the stim
is given in Fig. 1. The circle represents an imaginary circ
on which the centers of the two compared Gabor eleme
lie. The arrowed line between the two Gabors shows
separation measured between their centers.

Of the two simultaneously presented stimuli, one w
always of a fixed reference value. In the frequency discri
nation task the referent stimulus was of 2 c/deg; its cont
was fixed at 0.3. The contrast of the test stimulus was jitte
in the range60.03 in order to minimize contrast cues. In th
contrast discrimination task, the referent stimulus was
same as in the first experiment, but the phase of the
stimulus was chosen randomly from the range between190°
and 290°. We introduced this jitter to remove any spec
advantage that might arise when the two vertical Gabor
ments were close together and aligned~i.e., when they fell
near 3 o’clock or 9 o’clock!.

In the contrast discrimination task, we also measured
time between the stimulus offset and the moment when
observer pressed a button on the response box.

FIG. 1. A schematic example of the stimuli used in the experiments
858 J. Opt. Technol. 66 (10), October 1999
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B. Procedure

The discrimination thresholds were measured with
staircase procedure. Two independent staircases were
domly interleaved to estimate the ascending and descen
thresholds from the reference value. The measurements
made in the 3–1 scheme; i.e., three correct responses
sulted in a change of the parameter toward the refere
value, whereas one incorrect response caused the param
to change in the opposite direction. A fixation point w
always present at the center of the screen, between pres
tions and during the 100-ms stimulus interval. The obse
er’s task was to report whether the more clockwise Ga
patch was of higher or lower spatial frequency or contr
than the other one.

On a given trial, the subject did not know which of th
two stimuli was the referent, nor whether the trial was me
suring a descending or an ascending threshold. These ma
vers obliged the subject to make an actual comparison of
two stimuli, because, when the reference stimulus is
more clockwise, the correct answer can be found only
consideration of the other stimulus~see Discussion!.

In different blocks of trials, the separation varied b
tween 2° and 10°. Several repetitions were accumulated
each condition on different experimental days. Each d
point in the plots represent the mean values.

C. Observers

Two highly trained observers~the two authors of the
paper! participated in the experiments.

3. RESULTS

A. Spatial frequency discrimination

For each separationSbetween stimuli, we measured tw
individual thresholds in interleaved ascending and desce
ing staircases and repeated these measurements six time
each observer. The Weber fractionsD f / f for the ascending
and descending staircases do not differ significantly. Figu
shows the Weber fractions for the two observers avera
over six experimental days and for ascending and descen
staircases. Apart from the initial increase of discriminati

FIG. 2. Thresholds measured in the spatial frequency discrimination t
~a! observer MVD,~b! observer JDM.
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thresholds at 2° center-to-center separation~where the Gabor
patches are adjacent!, the curves are flat. An analysis of var
ance was performed to test the effect of separation.
analysis showed that separation was not a significant fa
~F@7#51.24,P50.286 for MVD;F@7#50.64,P50.721 for
JDM!. The conclusion from this set of measurements is th
for separations up to 10°, there is no change in the preci
with which we discriminate the spatial frequency.

B. Contrast discrimination

Figure 3 shows mean threshold differencesDC from the
referent contrast value~0.3! averaged over ascending an
descending staircases. JDM’s data were based on six re
tions, MVD’s on eight. For observer MVD, the contrast di
crimination threshold did not vary significantly with the sp
tial separation of the discriminanda (F@7#50.5438, P
50.799!. For JDM, the effect of separation was significa
~F@5#53.40, P50.0085!, reflecting an increased thresho
at the two largest separations, but quantitatively this va
tion was small.

Figure 4 shows the reaction times measured in the c
trast discrimination task. We did not ask the subject to
spond as quickly as possible, so there was no specific
pressure. The mean reaction times for all conditions lie
tween 750 and 800 ms and do not vary with separa
~F@5#51.764, P50.13 for JDM; F@7#50.9399, P50.48
for MVD !, which would not be the case if the precision
judgment were gained in exchange for an increase in t
needed to make the comparison.

4. DISCUSSION

The results of the two experiments show that the spa
frequency and the contrast of simultaneously presented

FIG. 3. Thresholds measured in the contrast discrimination ta
~a! observer MVD,~b! observer JDM.

FIG. 4. Reaction times measured in the contrast discrimination t
~a! observer MVD,~b! observer JDM.
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bor patches can be compared with similar precision indep
dently of whether the two patches are juxtaposed or th
centers are separated by 10° of visual angle. Before con
ering how this comparison is achieved, we must first est
lish that both targets are taken into account on each tria

A. Evidence that both stimuli are used

An analogy might be made between the present exp
ments and those that show that subjects can discrimi
spatial frequencies with the same precision whether or
the reference and variable stimuli are presented simu
neously or are separated in time by many seconds
minutes.15,16 In the case of such experiments, it has be
suggested by Lages and Treisman17 that the subject does no
perform a true comparison between the two stimuli presen
but instead judges the target stimulus against an internal
terion. According to Lages and Treisman, subjects are abl
set and retain in memory ‘‘a specification for modifying th
criterion used in later decisions.’’ In a variant form of th
model, one could suppose that the subject, over many tr
constructs an internal template, a neural representation o
average stimulus, and that it is against this template, ra
than an external reference stimulus, that the target is jud
Such strategies might paradoxically be the more efficie
since the judgment would then depend on only one sampl
external noise, whereas it will depend on two samples
external noise if the external reference is used.

However, the design of our experiments makes it u
likely that the observer considers only one of the two stim
present on a trial. If he or she simply attends to the m
clockwise target and makes a single absolute judgment,
he or she should score at chance when the more clock
target is the reference frequency or contrast. In this case
spatial frequency of the referent stimulus lies at the cente
the frequency interval of all the presented stimuli—both t
test and the referent stimuli—i.e., it corresponds to the c
sen sample. For the correct response on such trials ca
determined only by knowledge of the spatial frequency
contrast of the less clockwise stimulus, the variable stimu
In Fig. 5, we have combined, for each observer, the data
different separations in the spatial-frequency task, but h
distinguished those trials on which the variable is the m
clockwise of the two stimuli and those trials on which th
referent is the more clockwise. Figure 5 shows the psyc
metric functions thus obtained. The horizontal axis shows
spatial frequencyf of the Gabor test element, and the vertic
axis shows the percentL of the responses that are greater f
stimuli that are more clockwise. Each psychometric funct
thus obtained was fitted with a single sigmoid curve usin
standard fitting program~SigmaPlot!. For both observers, the
data for the two subsets of trials are approximately sy
metrical, MVD’s data being more closely symmetrical th
those of JDM. The standard deviations of the two fitted fun
tions are 0.0482 and 0.0437 for MVD and 0.0623 and 0.09
for JDM. In other words, the observers are approximately
efficient when the reference stimulus is the more clockw
as they are when the target is the more clockwise. This re
rules out the possibility that the observer merely attends
the more clockwise target and makes an absolute judgm

k.

k.
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i.e., compares a single stimulus to a remembered templa
criterion.

The data of Fig. 5 also rule out the possibility that t
observer attends to only one of the two stimuli but atten
randomly to the more clockwise or to the less clockwise:
the observers achieve nearly 100% correct performa
when the referent is the more clockwise, provided the diff
ence in spatial frequency is large enough.

B. The nature of the comparison

From the argument of the preceding section, we c
clude that the observer is taking both stimuli into acco
and thus, in some sense, is making a comparison. But wh
the nature of this comparison, at a physiological and a
psychological level? Our primary experimental finding
that discrimination thresholds are nearly independent
separation. This result suggests that observers rely on
same mechanism over the full range of separations tes
and it places constraints on what the mechanism might b

It is unlikely that the comparison depends on lateral
teractions between spatial-frequency analyzers in prim
cortex. Reciprocal inhibition between nearby cells mig
provide the basis for a local comparison, and might, s
underlie texture segregation, enhancing the difference
tween stimulus regions of different spatial-frequency co
tent. But laterally extending fibers become sparser with d
tance in the cortex, and it would seem odd if su
connections could sustain a constant threshold of discrim
tion over a range of 10° of visual angle. In Fig. 6, we ca
cature one specific model of this class, in which the comp
son depends on specific connections between individ

FIG. 5. Psychometric functions reconstructed from the staircase proce
that we used in the experiments. •—referent stimulus has to be jud
j—test stimulus was judged.~a! observer MVD,~b! observer JDM.
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cortical cells. At the lowest level is represented an array
primary units tuned to particular bands of spatial frequen
the frequency of peak sensitivity being indicated to the rig
Each local patch of visual space may be represented by
such units. To explain the human ability to discriminate d
ferences in frequency of a few percent, the model postula
a second level of comparators shown in the middle of
figure. The latter are opponent cells drawing inputs of op
site sign from primary units tuned to adjacent bands of f
quency.

Each local region of the visual field is sampled by se
eral spatial-frequency analyzers in parallel. We draw h
only four out of six neural filters postulated by Wilson an
Gelb for spatial frequency and width discriminations.18 They
are tuned to the low and medium frequencies: 0.8–4.0 c/d
It is unlikely that there are as many analyzers at each p
tion as there are JND’s in a psychophysical task. So at
next stage~in the middle of the figure! we postulate, as in the
model of Morgan and Regan,19 local comparators that extrac
the ratio of activity in the primary analyzers and so supp
psychophysical thresholds of a few percent. In order to
plain the results of the present experiment, we must t
postulate a third level~at the top in Fig. 6! in which, for
every possible pairing over the central 10° of the visual fie
there exists a second-order comparator connected to
first-order comparators. Such a mechanism seems to us
plausible. The problem is not only that the number
second-order comparators must be very large and pro
tional to the square of the number of primary units, but a
that a large part of the cortical mass would be given to lo
axons.

We are led to an alternative hypothesis, though one
often considered in current neuroscience. Beyond the cor
stage where local stimulus features are represented by
activity of single units, there may be a radical transform

re
d;

FIG. 6. A neural model for comparisions of separated objects.
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tion, so that stimulus parameters are represented in an
stract code that can run on a cerebral bus in the way th
computer bus carries different messages for different de
nations. We do not, of course, know the physiological nat
of this code; but the experimental psychologist can indep
dently ask what information the code might represent. Th
in the case of the present experiments, one could either
tulate that the observer independently compares the cod
each stimulus to an interval standard, or template, basin
decision on the categorized values for the two stimuli; or o
could postulate that a direct comparison is made between
codes that represent the sensory properties of the stim
their spatial frequencies, and contrasts. These last two m
els cannot be distinguished by the present experiments
could in principle be distinguished by experiments in whi
there were a large number of possible reference stimuli.
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